To date many software engineering cost models have been developed to predict the cost, schedule and quality of the software under development. But, the rapidly changing nature of software development has made it extremely difficult to develop empirical models that continue to yield high prediction accuracies. Software development costs continue to increase and practitioners continually express their concerns over their inability to accurately predict the costs involved. Thus, one of the most important objectives of the software engineering community has been to develop useful models that constructively explain the software development life-cycle and accurately predict the cost of developing a software product. To that end, many parametric software estimation models have evolved in the last two decades [Putnam92, Jones97, Park88, Jensen83, Rubin83, Boehm81, Boehm95, Walkerden97, Conte86, Fenton91, Masters85, Mohanty81].
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Almost all of the above mentioned parametric models have been empirically calibrated to actual data from completed software projects. The most commonly used technique for empirical calibration has been the popular classical multiple regression approach. As discussed in this paper, the multiple regression approach imposes a few assumptions frequently violated by software engineering datasets. The source data is also generally imprecise in reporting size, effort and cost-driver ratings, particularly across different organizations. This results in the development of inaccurate empirical models that don't perform very well when used for prediction. This paper illustrates the problems faced by the multiple regression approach during the calibration of one of the popular software engineering cost models, COCOMO II. It describes the use of a pragmatic 10% weighted average approach that was used for the first publicly available calibrated version [Clark98] . It then moves on to show how a more sophisticated Bayesian approach can be used to alleviate some of the problems faced by multiple regression. It compares and contrasts the two empirical approaches, and concludes that the Bayesian approach was better and more robust than the multiple regression approach.
Bayesian analysis is a well-defined and rigorous process of inductive reasoning that has been used in many scientific disciplines [the reader can refer to Gelman95, Zellner83, Box73 for a broader understanding of the Bayesian Analysis approach]. A distinctive feature of the Bayesian approach is that it permits the investigator to use both sample (data) and prior (expert-judgement) information in a logically consistent manner in making inferences. This is done by using Bayes' theorem to produce a 'post-data' or posterior distribution for the model parameters. Using Bayes' theorem, prior (or initial) values are transformed to post-data views. This transformation can be viewed as a learning process. The posterior distribution is determined by the variances of the prior and sample information. If the variance of the prior information is smaller than the variance of the sampling information, then a higher weight is assigned to the prior information. On the other hand, if the variance of the sample information is smaller than the variance of the prior information, then a higher weight is assigned to the sample information causing the posterior estimate to be closer to the sample information.
The Bayesian approach discussed in this paper enables stronger solutions to one of the biggest problems faced by the software engineering community: the challenge of making good decisions using data that is usually scarce and incomplete. We note that the predictive performance of the Bayesian approach (i.e. within 30% of the actuals 75% of the time) is significantly better than that of the previous multiple regression approach (i.e. within 30% of the actuals only 52% of the time) on our latest sample of 161 project datapoints.
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The Classical Multiple Regression Approach
Most of the existing empirical software engineering cost models are calibrated using the classical multiple regression approach. In this section, we focus on the overall description of the multiple regression approach and how it can be used on software engineering data. We also highlight the assumptions imposed by the multiple regression approach and the resulting problems faced by the software engineering community in trying to calibrate empirical models using this approach. The example dataset used to facilitate the illustration is the 1997 COCOMO II dataset which is composed of data from 83 completed projects collected from Commercial, Aerospace, Government and non-profit organizations . It should be noted that with more than a dozen commercial implementations, COCOMO has been one of the most popular cost estimation models of the 1980s and 1990s. Using equation 3 and the 1997 COCOMO II dataset consisting of 83 completed projects, we employed the multiple regression approach [Clark98] . Because some of the predictor variables had high correlations we formed new aggregate predictor variables. These included, Analyst Capability and Programmer Capability which were aggregated into Personnel Capability, PERS, and Time Constraints and Storage Constraints which were aggregated into Resource Constraints, RCON. We used a threshold value of 0.65 for high correlation among predictor variables. Table 1 shows the highly correlated parameters that were aggregated for the 1997 calibration of COCOMO II. A possible explanation [discussed in a study by Mullet76 on "Why regression coefficients have the wrong sign"] for this contradiction may be the lack of dispersion in the responses associated with RUSE. A possible reason for this lack of dispersion is that RUSE is a relatively new cost factor and our follow-up indicated that the respondents did not have enough information to report its rating accurately during the data collection process. Additionally, many of the responses "I don't know" and "It does not apply" had to be coded as 1.0 (since this is the only way to code no impact on effort). Note (see figure 1 on the following page) that with slightly more than 50 of the 83 datapoints for RUSE being set at Nominal and with no observations at XH, the data for RUSE does not exhibit enough dispersion along the entire range of possible values for RUSE. While this is the familiar errors-in-variables problem, our data doesn't allow us to resolve this difficulty. Thus, the authors were forced to assume that the random variation in the responses for RUSE is small compared to the range of RUSE. The reader should note that all other cost models that use the multiple regression approach rarely explicitly state this assumption, even though it is implicitly assumed.
Other reasons for the counter intuitive results include the violation of some of the restrictions imposed by multiple regression [Briand92, Chulani98] : (i) The number of datapoints should be large relative to the number of model parameters (i.e. there are many degrees of freedom). Unfortunately, collecting data has and continues to be one of the biggest challenges in the software estimation field. This is caused primarily by immature processes and management reluctance to release cost-related data.
(ii) There should be no extreme cases (i.e. outliers). Extreme cases can distort parameter estimates and such cases frequently occur in software engineering data due to the lack of precision in the data collection process.
(iii) The predictor variables (cost drivers and scale factors) should not be highly correlated. Unfortunately, because cost data is historically rather than experimentally collected, correlations among the predictor variables are unavoidable.
The above restrictions are violated to some extent by the COCOMO II dataset. The COCOMO II calibration approach determines the coefficients for the five scale factors and the seventeen effort multipliers (merged into fifteen due to high correlation as discussed above). Considering the rule of thumb, that every parameter being calibrated should have at least five datapoints, requires that the COCOMO II dataset have data on at least 110 (or 100 if we consider that parameters are merged) completed projects. We note that the COCOMO II.1997 dataset has just 83 datapoints.
The second point above indicates that due to the imprecision in the data collection process, outliers can occur causing problems in the calibration. For example, if a particular organization had extraordinary documentation requirements imposed by the management, then even a very small project would require a lot of effort that is expended in trying to meet the excessive documentation match to the life cycle needs. If the data collected simply used the highest DOCU rating provided in the model, then the huge amount of effort due to the stringent documentation needs would be underrepresented and the project would have the potential of being an outlier. Outliers in software engineering data, as indicated above, are mostly due to imprecision in the data collection process.
The third restriction imposed requires that no parameters be highly correlated. As described above, in the COCOMO II.1997 calibration, a few parameters were aggregated to alleviate this problem.
To resolve some of the counter intuitive results produced by the regression analysis (e.g. the negative coefficient for RUSE as explained above), we used a weighted average of the expert-judgement results and the regression results, with only 10% of the weight going to the regression results for all the parameters. We selected the 10% weighting factor because models with 40% and 25% weighting factors produced less accurate predictions. This pragmatic calibrating procedure moved the model parameters in the direction suggested by the sample data but retained the rationale contained within the apriori values. An example of the 10% application using the RUSE effort multiplier is given in figure 2. As shown in the graph, the trends followed by the a-priori and the data-determined curves are opposite. The data-determined curve has a negative slope and as shown above in table 2, violates expert opinion. The resulting calibration of the COCOMO II model using the 1997 dataset of 83 projects produced estimates within 30% of the actuals 52% of the time for effort. The prediction accuracy improved to 64% when the data was stratified into sets based on the eighteen unique sources of the data [see Kemerer87, Kitchenham84, Jeffery90 for further confirmation of local calibration improving accuracy]. The constant, A, of the COCOMO II equation was recalibrated for each of these sets i.e. a different intercept was computed for each set. The constant value ranged from 1.23 to 3.72 for the eighteen sets and yielded the prediction accuracies as shown in table 3. While the 10% weighted average procedure produced a workable initial model, we want to develop a more formal methodology for combining expert judgement and sample information. A Bayesian analysis with an informative prior provides such a framework.
The Bayesian Approach

Basic Framework -Terminology and Theory
The Bayesian approach provides a formal process by which a-priori expert-judgement can be combined with sampling information (data) to produce a robust a-posteriori model. Using Bayes' theorem, we can combine our two information sources as follows: 
A-priori expert opinion
Counter intuitive data-determined
In words, equation 5 means:
In the Bayesian analysis context, the "prior" probabilities are the simple "unconditional" probabilities to the sample information; while the "posterior" probabilities are the "conditional" probabilities given sample and prior information.
The Bayesian approach makes use of prior information that is not part of the sample data by providing an optimal combination of the two sources of information. As described in many books on Bayesian analysis where X is the matrix of predictor variables, s is the variance of the residual for the sample data; and H* and b* are the precision (inverse of variance) and mean of the prior information respectively.
From equation 6, it is clear that in order to determine the Bayesian posterior mean and variance, we need to determine the mean and precision of the prior information and the sampling information. The next two subsections describe the approach taken to determine the prior and sampling information, followed by a subsection on the Bayesian a-posteriori model.
Prior Information
To determine the prior information for the coefficients (i.e. b* and H*) for our example model, COCOMO II, we conducted a Delphi exercise [Helmer66, Boehm81, Shepperd97]. Eight experts from the field of software estimation were asked to independently provide their estimate of the numeric values associated with each COCOMO II cost driver. Roughly half of these participating experts had been lead cost experts for large software development organizations and a few of them were originators of other proprietary cost models. All of the participants had at least ten years of industrial software cost estimation experience. Based on the credibility of the participants, the authors felt very comfortable using the results of the Delphi rounds as the prior information for the purposes of calibrating COCOMO II.1998. The reader is urged to refer to [Vicinanza91] where a study showed that estimates made by experts were more accurate than modeldetermined estimates. However, in [Johnson88] evidence showing the inefficiencies of expert judgment in other domains is highlighted.
Once the first round of the Delphi was completed, we summarized the results in terms of the means and the ranges of the responses. These summarized results were quite raw with significant variances caused by misunderstanding of the parameter definitions. In an attempt to improve the accuracy of these results and to attain better consensus among the experts, the authors distributed the results back to the participants. A better explanation of the behavior of the scale factors was provided since there was highest variance in the scale factor responses. Each of the participants got a second opportunity to independently refine his/her response based on the responses of the rest of the participants in round 1. The authors felt that for the seventeen effort multipliers the summarized results of round 2 were representative of the real world phenomena and decided to use these as the a-prior information. But, for the five scale factors, the authors conducted a third round and made sure that the participants had a very good understanding of the exponential behavior of these parameters. The results of the third round were used as a-priori information for the five scale factors. Please note that is the prior variance for any parameter is zero (in our case, if all experts responded the same value) then the Bayesian approach will completely rely on expert opinion. However, this construct is inoperative since not surprisingly in the software field, disagreement and hence variability amongst the experts exists. Table 4 provides the a-priori set of values for the RUSE parameter, i.e. the Develop for Reuse parameter. As discussed in section 2, this multiplicative parameter captures the additional effort required to develop components intended for reuse on current or future projects. As shown in table 4, if the RUSE rating is Extra High (XH), i.e. developing for reuse across multiple product lines, it will cause an increase in effort by a factor of 1.54. On the other hand, if the RUSE rating is Low (L), i.e. developing with no consideration of future reuse, it will cause effort to decrease by a factor of 0.89. The resulting range of productivity for RUSE is 1.73 (= 1.54/0.89) and the variance computed from the second Delphi round is 0.05. Comparing the results of table 4 with the expert-determined a-priori rating scale for the 1997 calibration illustrated in table 2a, validates the strong consensus of the experts in the Productivity Range of RUSE of ~1.7. As can be noted, both the histograms are positively skewed with the bulk of the projects in the database with effort less than 500 PM and size less than 150 KSLOC. Since the multiple regression approach based on least squares estimation assumes that the response variable is normally distributed, the positively skewed histogram for effort indicates the need for a transformation. We also want the relationships between the response variable and the predictor variables to be linear. The histograms for size in figures 3 and 4 and the scatter plot in figure 5 show that a log transformation is appropriate for size. Furthermore, the log transformations on effort and size are consistent with equations 2 and 3 above. The above results provide the estimates for the β coefficients associated with each of the predictor variables (see eq. 3). The t-value (ratio between the estimate and corresponding standard error, where standard error is the square root of the variance) may be interpreted as the signal-to-noise ratio associated with the corresponding predictor variables. Hence, the higher the t-value, the stronger the signal (i.e. statistical significance) being sent by the predictor variable. These coefficients can be used to adjust the a-priori Productivity Ranges (PRs) to determine the data-determined PRs for each of the 22 parameters. For example, the data-determined PR for RUSE = (1.73) -0.34 where 1.73 is the a-priori PR as shown in table 4.
While the regression provides intuitively reasonable estimates for most of the predictor variables; the negative coefficient estimate for RUSE (as discussed earlier) and the magnitudes for the coefficients on AEXP (Applications Experience), LTEX (Language and Tool Experience), FLEX (Development Flexibility), and TEAM (Team Cohesion), violate our prior opinion about the impact of these parameters on Effort (i.e. PM). The quality of the data probably explains some of the conflicts between the prior information and sample data. However, when compared to the results reported in section 2, these regression results (using 161 datapoints) produced better estimates. Only, RUSE has a negative coefficient associated with it compared to PREC, RESL, LTEX, DOCU and RUSE in the regression results using only 83 datapoints. Thus, adding more datapoints (which results in an increase in the degrees of freedom) reduced the problems of counter intuitive results.
Combining Prior and Sampling Information: Posterior Bayesian Update
As a means of resolving the above conflicts, we will now use the Bayesian paradigm as a means of formally combining prior expert judgment with our sample data.
Equation 6 reveals that if the precision of the a-priori information (H*) is bigger (or the variance of the apriori information is smaller) than the precision (or the variance) of the sampling information ( 1 2 s X X ' ), the posterior values will be closer to the a-priori values. This situation can arise when the gathered data is noisy as depicted in figure 6 for an example cost factor, Develop for Reuse. Figure 6 illustrates that the degree-of-belief in the prior information is higher than the degree-of-belief in the sample data. As a consequence, a stronger weight is assigned to the prior information causing the posterior mean to be closer to the prior mean. On the other hand (not illustrated), if the precision of the sampling information ( 1 2 s X X ' ) is larger than the precision of the prior information (H*), then a higher weight is assigned to the sampling information causing the posterior mean to be closer to the mean of the sampling data. The resulting posterior precision will always be higher than the a-priori precision or the sample data precision. Note that if the prior variance of any parameter is zero, then the parameter will be completely determined by the prior information. Although, this is a restriction imposed by the Bayesian approach, it is of little concern as the situation of complete consensus very rarely arises in the software engineering domain. The complete Bayesian analysis on COCOMO II yields the Productivity Ranges (ratio between the least productive parameter rating, i.e. the highest rating, and the most productive parameter rating, i.e. the lowest rating) illustrated in figure 7. Figure 7 gives an overall perspective of the relative Software Productivity Ranges (PRs) provided by the COCOMO II.1998 parameters. The PRs provide insight on identifying the high payoff areas to focus on in a software productivity improvement activity. For example, CPLX (Product Complexity) is the highest payoff parameter and FLEX (Development Flexibility) is the lowest payoff parameter. The variance associated with each parameter is indicated along each bar. This indicates that even though the two parameters, Multisite Development (SITE) and Documentation Match to Life Cycle Needs (DOCU), have the same PR, the PR of SITE (variance of 0.007) is predicted with more than five times the certainty than the PR of DOCU (variance of 0.037).
Figure 7: Bayesian A-Posteriori Productivity Ranges
The resulting COCOMO II.1998 model calibrated to 161 datapoints produces estimates within 30% of the actuals 75% of the time for effort. If the model's multiplicative coefficient is calibrated to each of the eighteen major sources of project data, the resulting model (with the coefficient ranging from 1.5 to 4.1) produces estimates within 30% of the actuals 80% of the time. It is therefore recommended that organizations using the model calibrate it using their own data to increase model accuracy and produce a local optimum estimate for similar type projects. From table 5, it is clear that the prediction accuracy of the COCOMO II.1998 model calibrated using the Bayesian approach is better than the prediction accuracy of the COCOMO II.1997 model (used on the 1997 dataset of 83 datapoints as well as the 1998 dataset of 161 datapoints) and the A-Priori COCOMO II Model which is based on the expert opinion gathered via the Delphi exercise. The full-set of model parameters for the Bayesian A-Posteriori COCOMO II.1998 model are given in Appendix A. We then developed a prediction equation for each of the 15 calibration datasets. We used the resulting aposteriori models to predict the development effort of the 40 "new" projects in the validation datasets. This validation approach, known as out-of-sample validation, provides a true measure of the model's predictive abilities. This out-of-sample test yielded an average PRED(.30) of 69%; indicating that on average, the outof-sample validation results produced estimates within 30% of the actuals 69% of the time. Hence, we conclude that our Bayesian model has reasonably good predictive qualities.
Reduced Model
When calibrating COCOMO II, the three main problems we faced in our data are (i) lack of degrees of freedom, (ii) some highly correlated predictor variables and (iii) measurement error for a few predictor variables. These limitations led to some of the regression results being counter-intuitive. The posterior Bayesian update discussed in section 3.4 alleviated these problems by incorporating expert-judgment derived prior information into the calibration process. But, such prior information may not be always available. So, what must one do in the absence of good prior information? One way to address this problem is to reduce over fitting by developing a more parsimonious model. This alleviates the first two problems listed above. Unfortunately, our data doesn't lend itself to alleviating the third problem of measurement error as discussed in section 2.
Consider a reduced model developed by using a backward elimination technique. The above results have no counter-intuitive estimates for the coefficients associated with the predictor variables. The high t-ratio associated with each of these variables indicates a significant impact by each of the predictor variables. The highest correlation among any two predictor variables is 0.5 and is between RELY and CPLX. Overall, the above results are statistically acceptable. This COCOMO II reduced model gives the accuracy results shown in table 6. These accuracy results are a little worse that the results obtained by the Bayesian A-Posteriori COCOMO II.1998 model but the model is more parsimonious. In practice, removing a predictor variable is equivalent to stipulating that variations in this variable have no effect on project effort. When our experts and our behavioral analyses tell us otherwise, we need extremely strong evidence to drop a variable. The authors believe that dropping variables for an individual organization via local calibration of the Bayesian Posteriori COCOMO II.1998 model is a sounder option.
Conclusions
As shown in tables 5 and 6 of this paper, the estimation accuracy for the Bayesian a-posteriori of COCOMO II.1998 for the 161-project sample is better than the accuracies for the best version of COCOMO II.1997, the 1998 a-priori model, and a version of COCOMO II.1998 with a reduced set of variables obtained by backward elimination. The improvement over the 1997 model provides evidence that the 1998 Bayesian variable-by-variable accommodation of expert prior information is stronger than the 1997 approach of onefactor-fits-all averaging of expert data and regression data.
Overall, the class of Bayesian estimation models presented here provides a formal process for merging expert prior information with software engineering data. In many traditional models, such prior information is informally used to evaluate the "appropriateness" of the results. However, having a formal mechanism for incorporating expert prior information gives users of the cost model the flexibility to obtain predictions and calibrations based on a different set of prior information.
Such Bayesian estimation models enable the engineering software community to more adequately address the challenge of making good decisions when the data is scarce and incomplete. These models improve predictive performance and resolve problems associated with counter-intuitive estimates when other traditional approaches are employed. We are currently using the approach to develop similar models to estimate the delivered defect density of software products and the cost of integrating commercial-off-theshelf (COTS) software. 
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